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ABSTRACT

Default contribution rates for 401(k) pension plans powerfully influence workers’ choices. Potential
causes include opt-out costs, procrastination, inattention, and psychological anchoring. We examine
the welfare implications of defaults under each theory using the framework for behavioral welfare
economics developed by Bernheim and Rangel (2009). We show how the optimal default, the magnitude
of the welfare effects, and the degree of normative ambiguity depend on the behavioral model, the
scope of the choice domain deemed welfare-relevant, the use of penalties for passive choice, and other
401(k) plan features. In some settings, non-participation emerges as the optimal default, contrary to
common wisdom.
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1998-20021997-20012002-2003Dates observed

Up to 25%,
censored at 18%

15%15%Contribution limit

6%6%6%Maximum matchable
contribution

50%50%100%Matching rate

3%, 4%0%, 3%, 6%3%, 6%Default regimes

Company 3Company 2Company 1Parameter

Table 1: Description of the companies

-2.805 105-2.825 105Log Likelihood

0.0785
0.0209

Anchoring parameterζ

747.2
(199.4)

11.81
(0.16)

Opt-out cost distribution
parameter

λ2

0.1094
(0.0422)

0.4011
(0.0021)

Fraction of employees with zero
opt-out costs

λ1

0.1222
(0.0369)

0.0910
(0.0005)

Standard deviation of utility
weight

σ

0.1487
(0.0214)

0.1570
(0.0023)

Mean utility weight, company 3μ3

0.1260
(0.0419)

0.1313
(0.0016)

Mean utility weight, company 2μ2

0.2155
(0.0263)

0.2150
(0.0079)

Mean utility weight, company 1μ1

0.1027
(0.0680)

0.1340
(0.0023)

Retirement saving shift parameterα

Basic Model with
Anchoring

Basic ModelDescription of parameterParameter

Table 2: Estimated Models

Source: Beshears et al. (2008) for Company 1, and Choi et al. (2006) for Companies 2 and 3".
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Figure 1: Fitted versus actual distributions



Figure 2: Average equivalent variations and opt-out frequencies, with employer match

■ = aggregate EVA

♦ = aggregate EVB
▲ = overall opt-out frequency
× = zero-cost opt-out frequency



Figure 3: Average equivalent variations and opt-out frequencies, without employer match

■ = aggregate EVA

♦ = aggregate EVB
▲ = overall opt-out frequency
× = zero-cost opt-out frequency



Figure 4(a): EVA-maximizing default rate versus maximum matchable employee
contribution.

Figure 4(b): EVB-maximizing default rate versus maximum matchable employee
contribution.

♦ = company 1
■ = company 2
▲ = company 3



Figure 5: Average equivalent
with the default rate fixed (co

t variation as a function of the penalty for inactiv
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Figure 6:  Average equivalent variation, decisions made in the alternative frame, with an
employer match.

■ = aggregate EVA

♦ = aggregate EVB
▲ = overall opt-out frequency



Figure 7:  Average equivalent variation, decisions made in the alternative frame, without
an employer match

■ = aggregate EVA

♦ = aggregate EVB
▲ = overall opt-out fraction



Figure 8: Average equivalent variation and opt-out frequency, with anchoring and an
employer match

■ = aggregate EVA
♦ = aggregate EVB
● = aggregate EV-N
▲ = overall opt-out frequency



Figure 9: Average equivalent variation and opt-out frequency, with anchoring and no
employer match

■ = aggregate EVA
♦ = aggregate EVB
● = aggregate EV-N
▲ = overall opt-out frequency


